DRAGONBALL HR HUMAN RETURN
CHAPTER 12 : True intention’s revealed.

“Tenshinhan I’m so glad your ok”! Chaouzu says as he runs and hugs
Tenshinhan’s leg. Tenshinhan looks down at the little mine. “Ya, sure”. They all look at
Yamcha and Tenshinhan and ask them how they got off. And where they got the new
clothing from.
Yamcha resonds. “Well we fought the two warriors getting beaten at first then me
and Tien cranked it up a bit and then we chased them in there own base there we
defeated them. And we also found these new clothes in a locker so we replaced them
with our torn clothes. “Wow that’s great”! Goku says. “We thought for sure that you two
were going to die”! Krillin says with a big smile on his face. Yamcha looks at Krillin.
“Ya well there were times I didnt think I’ll live either. But I made it out.
Piccolo looks at Tenshinhan. “Your not one to put on forien clothing”?
Tenshinhan looks back at Piccolo. “Ya well my old clothes were ripped and torn so I
decided to put these on”. “Well lets just not stand around here all day lets go back to
Kami’s. They all agree and blast off back towards Kami’s. Tien looks at his father flying
just a few feet away from him. He senses something different about his father something
not right.
Tenshinhan slows down and evens with his son and looks at him. “Dont worry
I’m just fine”. Tenshinhan then flys up back to his original place. Tien eyes are in shock
that his father could know what he was thinking he flet a sudden uncomfortableness.
Back on Kami’s Puar looks out and see’s the crew in the far distance. “I hope Yamcha’s
with them. They all come closer to the platform of Kami’s place they all land.
“Yamcha”! Puar screams floating towards him and hugs him. Amber holding her baby
walk towards him and kisses him on the lips. Yamcha makes no attempt to show
affection towards them.
Lunch walks towards Tenshinhan right next to him is Tien and Chaouzu. “I’m
glad you made it back in one piece”. Lunch says with a inocent look on her face.
Tenshinhan looks at Lunch Lunch looks back after 10 seconds of looking at each other
Tenshinhan replies. “Right”! Tenshinhan walks past Lunch towards Bulma. Lunch is
angered by Tenshinhan’s rudeness. “Bulma do you think that we can go back to Capsule
Corp”? “Ya sure I dont like being this high up any way”. Bulma says with a smile.
Every one that was at Capsule Corp before rode on air ship. “Hey every one lets
go back to my place”. Every one walks into the large ship and take there seats. “I’ll stay

here”. Piccolo says. The ship blast off into the sky. The ship reaches Capsule Corp and
lands near the building.
Every one walks out of the ship and in to the Building. Tenshinhan walks ahead
of every one obviously looking for something. Bulma looks at him. “What are you
looking for Tien”. “Oh umm nothin”. He walks in the lab where Dr. Brief is working.
“Oh Tenshinhan your back what can i help you with”. Tenshinhan looks at the short old
man with a evil staring look. Then he smiles. “Where are the dragon radars”? Tenshinhan
ask.
“Oh there in that drore on the left”. “Thank you”. Tenshinhan opens the drore to
see a few dragonball radars neatly set in there. He picks up two of them and walk out.
“Welcome”. Dr Brief says as Tenshinhan walks out the lab. Tenshinhan looks at Yamcha
and tosses him one of the radars. Goku looks at them. “What are you going to do with
those dragon radars”. “Look for dragonballs what did you think were going to use them
for shaving”. Yamcha says with a sarcasticly towards Goku.
They head for the door and walk out. Goku runs after them and grabs Yamcha’s
arm. Yamcha quikly throws Goku into the building. “Good there are three already
together at Kamis. I’ll go for those now you look for the rest”. Tenshinhan says
telephathicly to Yamcha. Yamcha shakes his head in agreement. They blast off into the
sky seperating in two different directions.
Goku gets up and looks at the sky.Gohan walks besides him. “I wonder what they
are up to”. Gohan says to him self. “Well lets just see I mean its not like they have done
anything worth my time”. Vegeta says as he walks out. Goku grabs the side of his ribs. “I
never knew Yamcha was that strong”.
Tenshinhan flys threw the sky seeing the look out in the distance. Piccolo opens
eyes sencing him coming. “I wonder what He’s doing back”? Dende and Mr. Popo wait
for Tien’s arrival. Tenshinhan flys past Korin’s tower. Knocking Yajorbi on the ground.
He reaches the look out and lands. He starts to walk toward the middle of the look out
whrer the building is. “Hey Tenshinhan what are you doing back so soon”? Dende ask.
“Where are the dragonballs I need them”. “What for”? “I dont know Goku told me to
gather them”. Piccolo listening in the back listens to Tenshinhans voice tones and he
hears that his voice is lieing. “Dont listen to him Dende he has some reason that hes not
telling us”.
Tenshinhan smiles. “Well frankly I’m not going to tell you so you might as well
give to me or suffer”. “Ha haha, your funny Tien you might be strong but you already
know that you dont stand a chance against me”. “Thats what you think”. Dende looks at
them talk back and forth. “Dende dont give him the dragon balls”. Piccolo says.
Tenshinhan starts to walk towards the building. Dende says to him self that he has not
been doing his job as the guardian of earth.

Tenshinhan walks towards them more and more. Dende begins to burn with anger
as he jumps towards Tien. Tien stops in his tracks and smiles. Dende takes his staff and
hit Tien across the face with it then brings it back for another hit across the face. He
repeats this 5 more times then flips and kicks Tien in the chin then flipping farther
backwards. During this Tien has not been feeling anything only his head moving slightly
with the blows. Dende lands and throws his staff into Tenshinhans stomach, then lashes
towards him again this time Tien grabs him by his neck and stops him in the air.
Tien holds the small Namek in the air not looking at him but looking at Piccolo.
Tien holds on to Dendes neck him screaming in pain and then soon passes out.
Tenshinhan throws him on the ground his uncontiouse body tumbleling on the ground
and reaches a stop.
Piccolo looks at Tien. “So what are you up to Tien”. “Oh thats none of your
buisness Namek, now step aside and give me the dragonball’s. “Well Tien get pass me
you can have them”. “Thats just fine with me”! Tenshinhan’s black out fit blows in the
wind. Piccolo smiles he grabs the front of his cape and takes it off and throws it behind
him it hits the floor causing it to crack. He grabs his turban on the top of his head and
throws it close to his cape the turban cracks the floor too. Piccolo puts his arms beside
him and spreads his legs. Tenshinhan with a smile on his face crosses his arms.
CHAPTER 13 : Surprising power!
The two warriors stare at each other. The wind blowing there outfits in the wind.
Mr. Popo runs over to Dende. “Kami are you ok”. Dende eyes shut tight shiver in pain.
Mr. Popo looks at Piccolo and Tien. The two warriors disappear there are no where to be
found. Then Mr. Popo hears a loud thunder noise in the sky. He looks up to see a big gold
shockwave, tear through the sky the clouds move away from each other rapidly. Mr. Popo
can not follow there movements all he sees are glimses of lines moving all across the
look out each time hitting the ground breaking peices of it off.
Piccolo charges towards tien and swings a hand at him in a knife form. Tien
blocks it and Races his fist towards Piccolo’s stomach Piccolo disapears and comes from
behind him. Tien disapears as the kick comes in. Piccolo disapears afterward. At this
time Dende has gotten up and started to look at the fight. “Where where are they”?
Dende looks around then a big hit comes out of the sky and some one hits the ground so
fast it cant be seen only the smoke the hit created. Dende looks up and see’s Tien in the
sky with his fist locked together as he just had hit Piccolo with both of them.
Yamcha flies through the skys looking down at the dragon radar. With a gold blip
on the screen blinking. Goten and Trunks went to follow Yamcha with out the awareness
of the others. They bounce from rock to rock on the ground to keep there powerlevels
down. And following as closely as they can. Trunks looks at goten. “If he’s collecting the

dragonballs we can be able to see the dragon”! Goten smiles in happiness.
“Well lets go after them”. Gohan says to every one. Goku shakes his head in
agreement. Vegeta rolls his eyes and walks towards them. “I’ll go along with this stupid
crusade”. Goku looks at Tien’s son. “Arnt you coming”. Tien is about to go when he
relizes that his power is nothing compared to them. “No I’m not going I dont know what
difference I would make”. Goku shakes his head in agreement and all three of them blast
off. As they are flying through the air Gohan relizes. “Where are the kids”! Goku eyes
open wide. “I dont know did you see them leave”. “No I didnt”. Vegeta interupts the
convorsation. “My son is very capable of taking care of himself and if your son is with
him they are fine Kakaorot”. Vegeta says moving faster in the sky.
Tien looks at his mother. Then walks in Capsule corp. He sees Bulma. “Excuse
me Ms.”. “Call me Bulma”. “Ok Bulma do you have someplace where I can train”. “Of
course follow me”. Bulma walks to the back of the building with Tien following behind
her. “Well I dont know if you can handle it but here is what I call the gravity room it
increases gravity for wieght and is good for training exercises. My husband uses it alot”.
Tien looks at the door. “Thank you I’ll use it”. “Ok just dont kill your self”. Bulma says
as she walks away. Tien walks into the circled room he walks in the middle of it and
see’s the machine that controls the gravity. He presses the up arrow button. The gravity
number begins to increase. He stops it at 50 times gravity. The gravity increases Tien
loses his balance for a little bit but then gains control. He begins to punch the air and
practice kicks.
Dende looks at the smoke. Piccolo gets up and brushes of the dirt. He looks up at
Tien. “Well well well you are much more stronger than I had acpsected”. Tien releases
his hands and relaxes. Piccolo disapears then reapears infront of Tenshinhan with a
punch in the face sending Tien flying backwards. Piccolo disapears Tien soring through
the air as Piccolo reapears behind Tien. As Piccolo is about to back hit him Tien does a
flip and brings his knee into Piccolos neck. Piccolo turns around and hits him across the
face. Then they rapidly exchange blows. They both bring there fist coming towards each
other screaming loudly. The Hits conect with there target sending a big flash of light and
thundrouse shock wave. Dende and Mr. Popo are blinded momentarily.
Yamcha releases his white flames and lands on the ground. Goten and Trunks
hide behind a rock. Looking at him he blast a rock thats in his way and there is the
dragonball. He picks it up and put it in a pouch. That is at the side of his Black outfit.
Goten accidently nocks a little rock down in tummbles down making a noice. Yamcha
looks back and starts to walk. Trunks whispers “You stupid now we going to get caught”.
“Dont worry Yamcha’s a nice guy he wont care”. “Oh sure but he didnt seem that nice at
Capsule corp”. Then Yamcha see’s a rabit run by and assumes it was the rabbit that
knocked the rock over he smiles and blast off back into the sky.“Ok Goten lets go”. The
kids start to follow him.

The look out is lit up by both Piccolo and Tenshinhan fireing shots at each other
reapering and disapering every time fireing more blast at each other. Dende and Mr. Popo
run in order avoid the blast. Tien appears and Piccolo spots him and fires off has many
kia blast as he can. Tenshinhan easily moves from side to side avoiding the blast. Tien
just stands there. He screams loudly.
HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!
The screaming causes the energy shots to explode a few feet away from his body. The
blast explode causing smoke every where. Piccolo out of breath stops fireing and looks at
the smoke. The smoke clears and rolls off of Tiens body. “Hahahaha”. Tien laughs as he
slowly desends to the ground. Piccolo desends to the ground along with him.
“So Piccolo are you ready to step aside and give me the dragonballs”? Piccolo
smiles. Tenshinhans eye brows frown up as he looks down to see his shadow lit up by
some light. He lifs his head up to see at least all of the energy blast that Piccolo had fired
at him. Thousands of glowing energy balls hovering directly above him. Tenshinhan
looks back at Piccolo with his eyes frowned up in anger and his teeth gritting together.
Piccolo still with a smile on his face lifts his hand up and then brings it down quikly. The
thousands of energy balls coming crashing down on Tenshinhan and the ground around
him. The balls come down hitting the ground tearing it apart sending smoke every where
and peices of the floor flying.
Dende and Mr. Popo Hide behind the main building to avoid the flying peices of
broken debree.Piccolo looks at the balls smash into the ground. He puts his arm over his
head to block the dust but then he looks closely at what is happening. When a energy ball
would get close to Tenshinhans body it would stop and then be pushed aside by some
force. This happens to all the energy balls that get close to Tenshinhans body. A energy
ball races towards Tenshinhans head it stops four inches away from him. Then its pushed
aside while this is happening three other balls go through the same process. Then they
fall to the ground. After awhile the balls stop.
“But how, that was a sure attack to kill you”. Tien smiles. “Ya, well I was
surprised when I saw all those energy balls. Thats a very good attack but useing my
telephathy i moved the balls with my mind. But shall we contiue”. Piccolo breathes
heavily. He charges towards Tenshinhan and throws punches at him. Tenshinhan blocks
them with the front part of his arm not moving and not changing the expression on his
face. Piccolo blast in the air. “Impossible this human cant be stronger than me”. Piccolo
brings his hands over his head. “MASANKHO!!!!HAAAAAAA!!!!!!! The beam covers
the whole sky in a large gold light.
Dende and Mr. Popo run to the far side of the look out and jump and put there
arms over there head. Tenshinhan looks at the golden light surrounding him.
AAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! Tenshinhan screams as a White energy
shield grows around him and slams into the gold energy beam. The white shield with
lighting electrisity bolting all around it. The sheild grows larger and larger. The shield

pushes back the beam that is now smered all over the shield. “NOOOOO!!!!! THIS
CANT BE”!!!!!!! Piccolo screams as he trys his hardest to release more energy into his
beam. But it has no affect. Piccolo’s onw beam slams into him followed by
Tenshinhan’s energy shield.
Piccolo is sent flying into the air and so far that he goes beyond the look out and
begins to fall. Dende runs towars the lookout and jumps off to catch the uncontiouse
Piccolo. And brings him back and lays him down.
Goku and the others fly off towards Yamcha’s energy signal since Tenshinhans is
to far away to get a good lock on it. Out of nowhere Goku sences something. He stops
and Gohan and Vegeta stop too. “What the hell the is it Kakarot”! “Ya father what’s
wrong”. “Dont you feel it a numerouse ki signals. “Hahahahahaha do you mean us”.
Chinkisu and six of his red skined followers. Apear behind them. “Who are you”! Goku
ask. Vegeta looks at Zushini and Tigris. “Those are the people who attacked me on that
planet”! Vegeta informs them as he begins to go towards them. But Gohan stops him
before he looses control. “No wait Vegeta”! “Get your hands off me you damn half
breed”! Vegeta throws Gohan off of him but Vegeta stays where he is.
“Shall we go some where convient”. Chinkisu says with his long black vest and
white uniform underneath blowing in the wind”. “Ya sure”. Goku says. “Then follow
me”. Chinkisu and his followers blast off in to the distance. Goku Gohan and Vegeta
follow.
Tenshinhan floats in the air with the huge energy shield around him. Lighting
scaters across the sphere. With his hands out he releases the sheild. He moves forward to
land on flat land because one third of the look out has been destroyed and the edge of it is
in a half recked circle caused by the shield. Tenshinhan raises his hand towards Dende
and blast him sending him in the air then falling down. “I dont need him healing Piccolo
yet. He’ll live though”. Tenshinhan says to Mr. Popo. Tenshinhan looks at his dragon
radar and see’s that the dragonballs are right in front of him.
He walks inside the building and picks all three of them up and put them in a
pouch next to his outfit. He walks out and says. “Thank you”. And then he blast off the
wrecked look out into the sky soon disapearing. Mr. Popo looks at the messed up look
out. “It sure is going to take a long time to fix this up! Magic carpet! I have to get some
senzu beans from Korin”.
Chikisu lands on a fairly sized island followed by his followers. Then followed by
Goku and the others. “What do you want”? The two groups of fighters stare at each ohter
in suspence.
CHAPTER 14 : The kids show there power!

Yamcha looks at his dragon rador and sees a close by blip. He releases his flames
and lands in a city populated by people. He looks at the radar and see’s that its to the left
he begins to walk towards the left towards. Goten and trunks stop running and reach the
city. “I guess here is where the next dragonball is”. Goten says to Trunks. Yamcha looks
at a newly built building. With Peices of it still being built but the main part was flowing
with people could be a mall. Yamcha looks at the radar and it says that it two feet
underground. “Stupid people must have built this building over the dragonball. Well we
can fix that”. Yamcha stretches his hand out. “What is he doing”! Trunks says. Energy
begins to gather around his hand then forms in to a ball of electrisity. He fires a beam out
of his hand toward the building. The force blows his hair and clothes back. The beam hits
the building exploding it apart. And and the light from the blast can be see at the out
skirts of the city.
The smoke clears and instead of a building there is nothing but flat smoldering
dirt. The people around him that are still alive run away in fear. Yamcha walks towards
the plain field and stops. He takes his foot and brush away some dirt and there lies the
five star dragonball. He picks it up and puts it in the pouch right next to him. Trunks runs
out towards Yamcha. “What the heck was that all about”. Goten follows him triping over
a rock as he does. “Do you know how many people you just killed”. Yamcha looks down
at the kid.
“Out of my way kid”! Yamcha says walking past him. “I hope your going to use
those dragon balls to bring back those people”. Goten screams. Yamcha turns around. “
You know what you two really iritate me”. He lifts his hand up and fire a blast at them.
They both disapear avoiding the blast. Yamcha turns around ready to blast off when
trunks comes in and hits him in the stomach and Goten apearing to knee him in the face.
Yamcaha is sent flying back.
Yamcha skits across the floor leaving a trail and dust flying every where. Yamcha
gets up and looks at the kids angryily. “You stupid kids dont know how stop putting your
noses in places they dont need to be. Well I think its time some one teach you a lesson. A
rocks lifts from the ground and breaks in the air. Trunks and Goten stand side to side in a
fighting possiton with one of there hands in front of them and the other behind them.
Yamcha jumps from the area that he’s in and flys towards them. He throws
punches at each of them both of them block his punches. All three of them are flying
backwards. Trunks and Goten put there feet on the ground and stop and launch forward
towrds Yamcahas stomcah Yamcha flips forward and kicks both of them in the back.
Then landing on his hands and spring back to his feet.
Trunks and Goten do the same land on there hands and spring back to there feet.
Yamcha smiles at the kids. They all disapear and reapear in the air exchanginblows.
Goten gets hit in the face and knocked back. Trunks takes on Yamcha all by himself
Yamcha just moves out of the way of every punch. Trunks just hits air every time.

Yamcha screams as he Powers up and the white flames of electrisity blow Trunks away.
KAME...........HAAAA........MEEEEE........HAAAAAA!!!!!!! Goten screams as
his
cuped shape come from behind him and point forward and fires the massive energy blast
at Yamcha! Yamcha powered up smiles and charges his own kamehameha. Ka..Gotens
energy begins to get closer. Me..Ha..Trunks looks at the beam come from Goten’s go
towards Yamcha and he watches Yamchas hands begin to light up and glow and apear a
ball of light in the cupped form of his hands. MeHAAAAAA!!!!!!!! Yamcha brings his
hands in front of him and fire his blast at the oposite beam they conect with only two feet
away from Yamchas body.
Both of them floating in the air with there energy beams clashing together. The
surrounding area turns a blueish color from the massive light that both of the beams are
creating. Lighting bolts come from the place where the two beams met. Yamchas beam
begins to push the other one away from his body. Gotens beam begins to lose control and
drift back towards Goten.
Goten makes grunting noises as he trys to keep his beam steady. His beam gets
pushed back to the point where it is only a few feet away from killing him. Goten closes
his eyes tightly then opens them wide.
HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! As Goten goes super
sayin
and his body excite with electrisity! He pushes his hands foward and screams as his
energy beam gets more power and pushes Yamcha’s beam back.
On the surface people look up at the sky in shock as frightened Mothers grab
there children and run. People on the road who arnt paying attention to the road but are
looking at the battle crash into other cars. Causing a pile up. Peices of buildings start to
break apart and rise to the air. Trunks stands there floating in the air with his arms
crossed.
Yamcha struggles to keep the fight in his favor. They both scream as there beams
get larger and pushes each one of them father away from each other. Goten is flown into
the air with his beam still infron of him. Yamcha is pushed down towards the ground
with his energy beam still in front of him. His feet slam into the ground as his feet dig
into the ground tearing it apart. Then a huge explosion appears from the beams.
Trunks is blown away. From the distance you can see a blue circle energy ball
ingulf the city entirely. The huge ball of energy disapears and is replaced by a mushroom
cloud of smoke. The place where the city use to stand is completly a wasteland now with
only a few wrecked peices of buildings can be seen. Trunks now far away opens his eyes
his body completly covered in dust and his face partialy covered in dirty. Trunks powers
up and blast back towards the fighting ground.

Yamcha and Goten lay across from each other about a hundred feet away from
each other. Goten not being a super sayin any more. They both get up with dirt all over
there bodys. They begin to walk towards each other. Yamcaha shouts. “Well kid look
what you have done you caused more damage than I have done you killed every one in
the city”. “Thats not true you did it. It’s all your fualt”. Goten says holding back the tears
still walking towards Yamcha. “Well if you had left me alone dont you think that none of
this would have happened”? Goten is quite as they both stop walking at twenty feet away
from each other.
They both turn there heads towards the west and see a light in the sky. The light
gets closer as Goten relizes its Trunks. “Trunks over here”! Trunks lands a few feet away
from Goten. Goten smiles. “I’m glad that your still alive”! Trunks laughs. “I wont be
killed by some whimpy energy blast”. Trunks clothes begin to rise and then his hair rises
to the sky. His purple hair sticking directly up flow back and forth. Trunks lifts his head
towards the sky as he screams and his hair turn gold and his eyes turn green. His body
burst into flames. He relaxes as he lets his flames disapear.
Trunks now a super sayin walk right next to Goten and face Yamcaha. Goten’s
hair rises to the air as he burst in a flash of light then is surrounded by gold flames. Goten
stands straight up and releases his flames. “So Yamcha think you can handle us now”?
Krillin walks out side and sences Goku Gohan and Vegeta’s kia. He also senses
seven other strange kia’s. “There out numbered I have to go help”. Krillin begins to run
and is about to jump into the air. “Krillin where are you going”? Krillin looks behind him
and see’s Chaouzu. “I’m going to go see if the gang needs my help want to come”?
Chaouzu walks towards Krillin. “Yes I’m ready”. They both burst into white flames and
blast off into the direction of the others.
Chinkisu stands in front of a cliff and smiles at Goku. “I cant take it are we going
to kick there asses or not”! Vegeta says angrily concentrating on Zushini and Tigris.
“Well let’s get acaunted my name is Chinkisu and I have come to this planet in search of
those lovely dragonballs I have heard so much about”. Goku replies. “I am Son Goku and
I can let you have the dragonballs until I know your intentions with them”. “My name is
Son Gohan”. “My name is not important what is important is that if you threaten me one
bit I’m going to be your worse night mare”! Vegeta says looking at Chinkisu. “Whoa a
fiesty one but my intentions with the dragonballs are of no concern to you. And as you
can see I am quite capable of fighting for them”. Pointing to the six warriors behind him.
“Yes finaly the first shipment has arrived”. Chinkisu says looking towards the
sky. Vegeta’s eye brow goes up as he turns his head followed by the others to look at the
sky. In the distance they see a shining light lit up by the suns reflection. it gets closer and
closer. Goku soon relizes its Tenshinhan. He thinks to him self what Chinkisu could have
meant. Tenshinhan reaches the island and lands. “Hey Tenshinhan”! Gohan says as

Tenshinhan ignores him and walks towards Chinkisu. “Here are three of the dragonballs I
shall have the others soon”. Tenshinhan says with his head bowed down in respect.
“Very good Tenshinhan. Now what is taking your fellow companyon so long to
bring what he has collected to me”! “What Tenshinhan your working for them”! Vegeta
smiled ready to fight the trador. Gohan then thinks. “Hey maybe they didnt defeat them
maybe some how Tien and Yamcha where brained washed and now they do what he tells
them to”.
“Yes Gohan something like that”. But its none of your buisness. Enicku The one
dressed in the shining armor and white pants walks to even with Chinkisu. “Yes”? “I
want you to go see whats taking that human so long”. “Yes sire”. And take Tacknecto
with you. The red skined man with blue pants and a blue vest one walks towards Enicku.
They both blast off in white flames.
Zushini points to the sky. “Looks like we have visitors”. Krillin and Chaouzu fly
towards the others. They land a few feet from Goku. “Glad you came”. Krillin and
Chaouzu walk together to reach Goku. “Well we thought you could use some help”.
Goku smiles. “Hmp”. Vegeta mumbles in disgust in the idea of acepting help from a
human.
“Well no matter they pose no threat to our plans”. Chinkisu informs Zushini.
Goku and the rest stand facing Chinkisu and the rest of the red skinned warriors. “Why is
Chinkisu different from the others every one else hes the only one with out red skin and
red eyes”? Gohan says to him self.
Yamcha and the two little kids in there super sayin froms ready to fight.
WAAAAAAH!!!! The kids race towards Yamcha. Yamcaha brings his fore arm up to a
blocking possition. The two kids side by side come in and hit Yamcha blocks both of
there hit. They disapear and come behind Yamcha and nail him in the back sending him
flying.
Yamcha stops him self in the air. Trunks and Goten fly up to contact with him
they both throw a kick Yamcha disapears. Trunks and Goten stay close together. Yamcha
reapears 50 feet above them. “Aaaaahhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhhh”! Yamcha screams has he
charges down ward towards them. Trunks and Goten get ready in a fighting possition.
Yamcaha flying towards them and disapears and reapears slaming his fist in both of the
kids stomach.
Yamcha still flying down ward and his fist still lodged in there stomach drags the
boys down ward with him. They all disapear by force and fastness of Yamcha draging
them down. They all reapear on the ground with a large crash from Yamcha landing and
forceing the boys in the ground.

Yamcha back flips off of them. And lands. The two boys slowly get up. Goten
coughs up blood as Trunks wipe the blood of that is coming from his mouth but once he
does more blood druls down. “ Now I dont have time to deal with you kids so I’m just
going to kill you and get it over with”.
Trunks and Gotens eyes frown up in anger. “Sokidan”! One ball in each and
appears. Yamcha lets out a little laugh. Yamcha jumps in the air and spin around when
he comes back to face he throw the one his right hand followed by the one in his left. The
golden balls headed for there targets.
“Goten runs”. Goten looks at Trunks fly off in the oposite direction of the
ball.Goten turns around and fly off. The two balls follow him through the air as they twist
and turn. Yamcha’s arms move acording to his desire to move the balls in order to follow
there targets.
“Im tired of this”. Trunks says as he turns around. “Big Bang attack”! He screams
as a blast come out of his flat hand makes contact with the Sokidan. The two powers
combine and there is a huge explosion. The Sokidon’s blast is more powerful and sends
Trunks crashing down to the ground. “Trunks No”!!! Goten screams as he see’s his friend
falling to the ground with smoke rolling of of him.
Goten stops in his tracks. “TRUNKS.. YAAAAAAAHHHHHHH”!!!!! Gotens
body glows in gold as his body burst into flames of gold electrisity. The energy ball that
was chasing him slams into the flames and is completley torn apart.
The peices of the broken apart Sokidon fall to the ground in little peices causing
explosions every where. “What impossible”. Yamcha says as he looks at the small
warrior grow in power. Goten looks down at Yamcha with his green eyes frowned up at
him. Goten blast towards the fallen Trunks he lands and lifts him up. Trunks no longer a
super sayin. “Are you ok” Goten ask. Trunks barely gets up. “Hehehe I’ll be fine”.
Trunks stands side to side with Goten. “Yamcha I’m sorry but there is where you go
down”!
HAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! The
two boys scream as both there bodys burst into flames. “FUSION”! The two boys go
threw a dance then bring there finger tips together. The combination explodes in a huge
light.
Yamcha shuts his eyes and puts his arm over his head. The smoke swirls all
around them then the smoke begins to blow away and there stand the fused form of
Trunks and Goten SSJ Gotenks.
Gotenks body rumbles in golden flames. Yamcha’s eyes open wide in fear! “Your
going down and paying for the inocent lives that you have killed”. Yamcha with his wide

open relax. “You dam’n kids dont know when to give up you keep coming and coming”.
Yamchas begins to yell. His eyes shut and his head go down then go straight up and his
arms strech out. The ground beneath him breaks apart and peices of rocks start to float in
the air. The whole ground begins to shake as Yamcha’s release a huge amount of energy
around him in white electric flames.
“AAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHHHHAHAHAHHAAAAAAAAAA”!!!!!!!
!!!
!!!!!!!! A lighting bolt from the sky slams down right in the middle of Gotenks and
Yamcha. Yamcha brings his head down to look at Gotenks. The two warriors look at
each other about fifty feet away from each other both with there flames surounding there
body.
Both of them jump from there locations and charge at each other. Each one’s
flames grow as they fly towards each other. Two huge ripped light race towards each
other the clash together. The impact causes the dust on the ground to be blown away all
around him. In the middle of the great combination of gold and white electric field fight
Gotenks and Yamcha exchanging blows. Yamcha hits with his right and left arm and
does a spin around kick. All blocked by Gotenks.
Gotenks kicks him in the stomach and flys off.Yamcha grabbing his stomach.
“Where do you think your going”. “Oh were not going any where”. Gontenks sticks one
hand out. “Shinshu missile”! Oval shaped energy beams race out of Gotenks hands and
towards Yamcha . Yamcha moves quickly flipping and turning while fireing his own
blast at the other blast to cancel it out.
The barrage of energy blast stop and Gotenks crosses his arms and rubs his finger
across his nose. “Hehehehehehehe”! Gotenks laughs. “Oh you think that was funny well
you wont be laughing much longer. WOLF FANG FIST! Yamcha’s right fist glows with
white electricity and with spiked edges on it. Yamcha lunges his arm forward sending the
a ball with spiked edges towards Gotenks.
Gotenks puts his hands out to catch the blast. The blast slams into the open palms
of Gotenks. Yamcha appears behind them and hits them on the back of the neck making
them lose control of the blast allowing it to hit Gotenks in the chest the energy ball
explodes.
Enicku and Tacknecto the two warriors sent to find Yamcha fly toward the light
that they. “That must be where our conrade is”. Enicku says. Gotenks body falls to the
ground his bodies hits the ground bounces off and un fusses. And the two boys fall to the
ground unconscious.
Enicku and Tacknecto land on the ground a few feet away from the from the
fallen kids. Yamcha lowers himself to the ground. “What are you two doing here”?! “We

came here to see what was taking you so long to check in with lord Chinkisu”. Tacknecto
says. “I was temporarily distracted. Pick those kids up and bring them with you”. Enicku
picks up Goten and Tacknecto picks up Trunks. All three of them jump in the air and fly
off.
NEXT CHAPTER : The pain of remorse!
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